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I

three years, European

currencies will cease to exist as sepa-

2002 at the latest, the euro will be the

financial services markets will face

rate denominations in the legal sense,

single currency of the European Eco-

a transition unparalleled in the

and will in theory be nothing more

nomic Monetary Union (E.M.U.).

20th century. Banks and financial in-

than subdenominations of the euro.

Overall, the introduction of the

stitutions that intend to compete in

For example, just as 1 cent is a sub-

euro will create some difficult strate-

Europe are overhauling their strategic

denomination of $1, the deutschmark

gic choices for financial institutions

plans to excel in a new environment

will be a subdenomination of the eu-

active in Europe. For the big banks,

as the 21st century rolls around.

N THE NEXT

ro. To get everyone used to the idea,

this means a need for growth, possi-

What is this new X-factor? Euro-

some countries are already posting

bly rounded off by consolidations and

pean heads of state agreed on May 2,

prices for goods in both the national

a withdrawal from unprofitable busi-

1998 that a single currency, called

currency and the euro.

ness fields, as well as a repositioning

the euro, would replace the national

For a three-year transition peri-

in retail banking. For the retail banks

currencies in 11 participating coun-

od, national currencies and the new

from the savings and cooperative ar-

tries. On January 4, 1999 (after the

euro will coexist, allowing market par-

eas, consolidation and concentration

New Year holiday), a European Cen-

ticipants to choose freely between

will be inevitable. The pace, however,

tral Bank will assume full responsibil-

them when effecting a non-cash pay-

will have to be accelerated.

ity for setting monetary policies for

ment — referred to as the “no com-

We expect that the German and

the group, which has come to be

pulsion, no prohibition” principle. Eu-

other European banking markets will

known as Euroland, and conversion

ro notes and coins will be circulated

be dominated by four major trends

rates between participating curren-

at the beginning of the year 2002,

under the influence of the E.M.U.:

cies will be fixed irrevocably.

when national currencies will cease to

1. A massive consolidation process,

exist altogether. Starting on June 30,

particularly in the mid- and back-

Under the agreement, national
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office areas, and on the distribution

than the “hard currency” core coun-

creases in national loyalty, and the

side in retail banking.

tries adapt to the loss of the “devalu-

loss of the national home currency ad-

2. An increase in cooperation and

ation valve” in the long run? Will

vantage. More intense competition

mergers (savings, cooperative

increased competition revive protec-

will catalyze and accelerate trends in

banks) as well as acquisitions by

tionist instincts at the national level?

the financial services market through-

foreign competitors.

The banks have to take certain

out the group.

3. Massive investments in investment

intuitive strategy elements into ac-

banking, asset management and re-

count and allow sufficient flexibility

WHOLESALE BANKING

lated capabilities.

in their strategic behavior.

ON THE FRONT LINE

4. Targeted niche strategies (oriented

In wholesale banking, the transition
ACTING AS A CATALYST

to the euro will take place on January

The start of the European eco-

This uncertainty means that banks

1, 1999. From that date on, trading and

nomic and monetary union will have

are limited in their efforts to exactly

settlement on all major exchanges

extensive direct and indirect implica-

define their strategies in advance,

within the group will occur in euros,

tions for the financial services sectors

though certainly the initial results

and most transactions between banks

of the participating countries. While

of the transition will include these:

will be in the new currency as well.

each country has its own peculiarities

• Within Euroland, currency risks

In general, the single currency

(e.g., Germany’s predominance of non-

will be eliminated and the stan-

will standardize financial products

profit and cooperative institutions in

dardization of currency will catalyze

within Euroland, make financial of-

retail banking and its complex inter-

cross-border competition and mar-

ferings more comparable and reduce

relations between financial and man-

ket entry throughout the members

costs for cross-border transactions.

ufacturing sectors), all participating

of the group.

This will, in turn, increase competi-

by segments, products or regions).

• The European Central Bank in Frank-

tion and reduce margins within Eu-

All key political decisions for the

furt will guarantee uniform mone-

rope, resulting ultimately in industry

E.M.U. have by now been made, and

tary policies and level existing com-

consolidation and centralization. In

the first head of the European Central

petitive distortions within the E.M.U.

the end, we will see a financial sector

Bank has been chosen: Willem F.

• The E.M.U. will accelerate trends

in Europe that will resemble that

Duisenberg, former president of the

toward a Europe-wide harmoniza-

found in the United States much more

Dutch National Bank. The core pio-

tion of the legal and regulatory

than it does today.

neering nations are Germany, France,

framework for financial services.

Austria and the Benelux countries

• Frankfurt will initially become

(Belgium, the Netherlands and Lux-

the largest “domestic” market for

embourg). Other participants are

the euro within the group’s 11

Italy, Spain, Portugal, Ireland and

members, but will face ambitious

EFFECTS ON MIDDLE-MARKET

Finland. Staying outside the union

challengers for pre-eminence, par-

AND RETAIL BANKING

for the moment are Britain, Sweden,

ticularly Paris and “offshore” in

Unlike transactions in the wholesale

Denmark and Greece.

London.

segment, the retail segment will not

countries will feel some impact.

Exhibit I shows how the E.M.U.
will affect the key strategic business
areas within wholesale banking.

However, the ultimate impact of

Beyond these, a multitude of in-

be obliged to shift to euros (in the

monetary union on national eco-

direct implications for demand and

form of coins and notes) until the end

nomies and their financial sectors re-

supply of financial products and ser-

of the three-year, dual-currency tran-

mains somewhat uncertain. How, for

vices will result: new dimensions of

sition that will start on January 1, 1999.

instance, will countries that have tra-

market depth and economies of scale;

However, everybody has the right

ditionally had inflation rates higher

increased market transparency; de-

to change to the euro for non-cash
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transactions and position-keeping as
early as January 1, 1999 under the “no
compulsion, no prohibition” rules.

ing innovative ideas.

series of small national markets, but

The larger size of the Euroland

rather as one single Euroland market.

market will create the opportunity to

This trend will continue and may ulti-

As in wholesale banking, the

address segments that were previ-

mately lead to significant market-

monetary union will have a catalytic

ously too small for specially designed

share losses for the traditional do-

effect on the private-customer busi-

offerings in local markets (e.g., up-

mestic banks.

ness. Lower market-entry barriers, in-

scale investment services aimed

However, due to the generally

tensified competition, higher price

specifically at European, highly mo-

more parochial characteristics of

pressure and greater transparency

bile expatriates working for large

the retail market, and the persisting

will intensify competition in the retail

multinational companies). United

linguistic, psychological, cultural and

segment. The traditional products —

States and British providers such

legal/regulatory barriers to cross-

unchanged except for the new label

as Citibank, Barclays and Abbey Na-

border banking for the majority of

“euro” — and the familiar banks will

tional have been “cherry picking”

private-bank customers, the impact

have to stand their ground, compet-

promising European customer seg-

of the E.M.U. on retail banking will be

ing against new players and develop-

ments by addressing niches not as a

felt somewhat later and may arrive in

...............................
EXHIBIT I
IMPLICATIONS OF E.M.U. FOR WHOLESALE BANKING

Source: Booz-Allen & Hamilton
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a more mitigated form than in wholesale banking. (See Exhibit II.)

EXHIBIT II
IMPLICATIONS OF E.M.U. FOR RETAIL BANKING

SCENARIOS FOR GERMAN AND
OTHER EUROPEAN BANKING
Increasing price and cost competition
will initiate strategic reorientation in
institutions all over Europe. (See Exhibit III.) Moreover, the need for capabilities upgrading will arise and foster
cooperation in back-office operations
and securities processing.
Some of the more notable implications include:
• No German or European bank can

expect a priori a secure E.M.U.
position. Few of the big German
and European banks have futureoriented strategies in place that
fully anticipate the challenges

EXHIBIT III
MARKET POSITION AND STRATEGIC RESPONSES
TO THE E.M.U. CHALLENGE

posed by Euroland.
• The local retail players (savings and

loans associations and cooperative
banks) will largely sustain their
market position in the traditional
branch business, but need to proactively manage costs through cooperation and mergers.
• Niche players (in terms of products

or geography) will be facing a strategically difficult situation. They will
be able to stand their ground
through cooperation and mergers
at least in the medium term. However, many will focus solely on core
businesses, such as mortgages.
The E.M.U. will force financial institutions worldwide to adapt their ca-

Source (2): Booz-Allen & Hamilton

...............................

pabilities. Yet institutions within the

the complex interrelationships of the

the imminent effects of Euroland will

union have a mixed history with exe-

financial services providers with each

leave them no choice but to act force-

cuting changes. Historically, for ex-

other and with other sectors of soci-

fully and dynamically.

ample, German banks, fearing the im-

ety — have had difficulties in master-

plications of staff reductions — due to

ing changes successfully. This time,
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